This investigation provides an analysis of structural asymmetries in 5 anatomically defined regions (Heschl's gyrus, HG; Heschl's sulcus, HS; planum temporale, PT; planum polare, PP; superior temporal gyrus, STG) within the human auditory-related cortex. Volumetric 3-dimensional T 1 -weighted magnetic resonance imaging scans were collected from 104 participants (52 males). Cortical volume (CV), cortical thickness (CT), and cortical surface area (CSA) were calculated based on individual scans of these anatomical traits. This investigation demonstrates a leftward asymmetry for CV and CSA that is observed in the HG, STG, and PT regions. As regards CT, we note a rightward asymmetry in the HG and HS. A correlation analysis of asymmetry indices between measurements for distinct regions of interest (ROIs) yields significant correlations between CT and CV in 4 of 5 ROIs (HG, HS, PT, and STG). Significant correlation values between CSA and CV are observed for all 5 ROIs. The findings suggest that auditory-related cortical areas demonstrate larger leftward asymmetry with respect to the CSA, while a clear rightward asymmetry with respect to CT is salient in both the primary and the secondary auditory cortex only. In addition, we propose that CV is not an ideal neuromarker for anatomical measurements. CT and CSA should be considered independent traits of anatomical asymmetries in the auditory-related cortex.
Introduction
The human auditory cortex should be considered a region of specific interest for cognitive neuroscience as its functioning may be linked to the language network. Even though the functional circuits, as well as the micro-and macroscopic architecture of the auditory cortex in nonhuman primates, namely macaques and chimpanzees, have been thoroughly investigated (Pandya 1995; Rauschecker et al. 1995 Rauschecker et al. , 1997 Kaas and Hackett 2000; Hackett et al. 2001; Hackett and Kaas 2004) , it is not yet clear whether this knowledge is applicable to the human brain. According to cytoarchitectonic and macroscopic studies, the neuroanatomy of the auditoryrelated cortex of humans and nonhuman primates is substantially different (Hackett et al. 2001; Fullerton and Pandya 2007) , for example, with respect to the position and borders of the auditory core region (Da Costa et al. 2011) . Furthermore, previous research has demonstrated that, in comparison with the functionally defined auditory cortex in macaques, the area pertaining to the functionally defined auditory cortex in humans has expanded by 10-fold when compared with apes during the course of evolution (Woods et al. 2010) . Thus, it is more than plausible that the evolution of speech primarily accounts for the differences found in the auditory-related cortical architecture of humans and nonhuman primates. In addition, the human auditory cortex demonstrates structural asymmetries pertaining to the microscopic organization of neuronal microcolumns, which are not apparent in chimpanzees and macaques (Buxhoeveden and Casanova 2000; Galuske et al. 2000; Buxhoeveden et al. 2001) . Attempts to relate hemispheric differences in neuroanatomical architecture to functional lateralization suggest that the leftward structural macroscopic asymmetry of particular one auditory-related cortical region, namely the planum temporale (PT), should be considered the left hemisphere's dominant "speech" neural substrate (Galaburda et al. 1978 ). In addition, findings from a multitude of reports illustrate a human auditory-related cortex consisting of distinct portions that exhibit a strong leftward structural asymmetry (Penhune et al. 1996; Beaton 1997; Shapleske et al. 1999; Eckert 2004; Josse et al. 2006 Josse et al. , 2009 Eckert et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2009 ). Nevertheless, a systematic and comparative evaluation of these recent neuroanatomical studies is problematic for several reasons. First, different magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based techniques were used to measure the asymmetry of various brain structures associated with language mechanisms, namely (semi-) manual in vivo morphometry (Jancke and Steinmetz 1993; Foundas et al. 1994 Foundas et al. , 1995 Foundas et al. , 2002 Jancke et al. 1994; Penhune et al. 1996; Knaus et al. 2006 ) and postmortem morphometry (Galaburda et al. 1978; Anderson et al. 1999; Harasty et al. 2003) . One major shortcoming of the time-consuming measurements employed by those morphometric studies is that only data from single, distinct portions of the auditory-related cortex, for example, the PT (DorsaintPierre et al. 2006; Dos Santos Sequeira et al. 2006; Eckert et al. 2006) were reported. This form of methodology becomes problematic if one aims to learn more about the neuroarchitectonic differences and similarities of the adjacent regions (Heschl's gyrus, HG; Heschl's sulcus, HS; PT; planum polare, PP; and lateral superior temporal gyrus, STG) that form the auditory-related cortex. Secondly, it has been emphasized that considerable interindividual anatomical variability of auditory-related perisylvian regions Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2004; Desai et al. 2005 ) enhance the difficulty of finding consistent and reliable results in the relatively small samples that postmortem studies typically consist of (Westbury et al. 1999 ). Thirdly, due to a lack of compatibility, there was no agreement regarding the extent to which researchers should compare, evaluate, and interpret macroscopic or microscopic measurement data pertaining to structural architecture (Hackett et al. 2001) . Thus, it came as no surprise when an automatic and observer-independent approach, namely voxel-based morphometry (VBM), was suggested as an ideal tool to investigate gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM) architecture in large samples of in vivo collected brain scans (Ashburner and Friston 2000) . In recent years, this method explores local differences in cortical structure between groups that vary either as a function of learningdependent plasticity (Golestani et al. 2007 ), life-span sensory deprivation (Penhune et al. 2003; Mühlau et al. 2006) , or brain pathology (Vargha-Khadem et al. 1998; Watkins et al. 2002) . Based on a voxel-by-voxel comparison methodology, the VBM approach allows researchers to identify global, regional, or local hemispheric differences in GM and WM within or between groups. In particular, studies employing the automated VBM technique are considered appropriate for revealing local structural cortical asymmetries in GM volume that reflect functional lateralization (Good et al. 2001; Watkins et al. 2001) . Nevertheless, this proposal has been challenged, recently, primarily for methodological reasons. Notably, one should be aware that the vast majority of VBM-based studies rely on cortical volume (CV) as an anatomical marker for brain asymmetry. However, as Panizzon et al. (2009) recently argued, CV is the product of surface and thickness. Therefore, if these variables run in the opposite direction, CV measurements could be confounded and asymmetry measurements might be obscured. Among others, Lyttelton et al. (2009) empirically disentangled surface area measurements from the quantification of thickness. In sustenance of this view, Bermudez et al. (2009) demonstrated that the perisylvian brain anatomy of musicians vary as a function of the particular measurement methodology being used (VBM vs. measurement of cortical thickness [CT] ). These studies provide strong evidence that CV is confounded by the incompatibility of thickness and surface.
Cortical surface area (CSA) has increased enormously during the evolution of primates, while the thickness of the cortex has remained relatively constant. According to the radial unit hypothesis (Rakic 1988 (Rakic , 1995 , the amount of CSA possessed by a distinct area is driven by the number of columns; CT is influenced by the number and the size of cells within a column, packing density, as well as by the number of connections and the extent of their myelination (Rakic 1988; Eickhoff et al. 2005) . Hence, we consider CT and CSA as neuroanatomical traits, which must be measured separately, when investigating the neuroarchitecture of the human cortex and its asymmetry.
After considering the aforementioned issues, we decided to perform an MRI study that measures GM architecture in an ensemble of anatomically confined and distinct bilateral auditory-related regions in 104 human brains. For this purpose, we decided to apply an automated surface-based morphometric measurement with the FreeSurfer software , which has several advantages over VBM measurements. First, it allows the separate analysis of CT, CSA, and CV. Secondly, it provides a complete set of predefined anatomical regions that guarantee precise anatomical assignment of results. Thirdly, the algorithm implemented in FreeSurfer allows a finer spatial accuracy at the subvoxel level. Furthermore, it has been shown that the SPM-based (Statistical Parametric Mapping, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) VBM approach falls victim to noise and mis-segmentation of GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid and is significantly affected by partial volume effects (Clarkson et al. 2011) . By means of FreeSufer analysis technique, a recent study has identified regional CV asymmetries between the 2 hemispheres (Goldberg et al. 2013 ). As our particular interest targets the investigation of structural asymmetries in the auditory-related cortex, we selected 5 distinct regions of the auditory-related cortex. Akin to a former study by Sigalovsky et al. (2006) who used the MR-based longitudinal relaxation rate (R1) to elaborate on myelin content of selected distinct auditory core and auditory association areas, we collected CV, CT, and CSA values from an ensemble of auditory-related regions, namely the HG, HS, lateral STG, PT, and PP. The following description of the aforementioned selected regions' anatomical positions and borders are partly taken from Destrieux et al. (2010, pp. 8-9) .
HG or the transverse temporal gyrus accommodates the primary auditory cortex (Penhune et al. 1996; Morosan et al. 2001; Rademacher et al. 2001; Leonard et al. 2008) . "It is a small swelling containing primary auditory cortex, just anterior and parallel to the transverse temporal sulcus" (Destrieux et al. 2010, p. 8) . The initial level of the cortical processing of spoken language traverses here, before entering the next step involved in the hierarchical speech processing stream (Hickok and Poeppel 2007) . A leftward volume asymmetry of the HG has been previously introduced by Schneider et al. (2002) and Takao et al. (2011) .
HS or otherwise known as the transverse temporal sulcus "is an important landmark at the superior aspect of the temporal lobe since it divides the PT ( posteriorly) from the transverse temporal gyrus (anteriorly); it originates at the posterior segment of the lateral sulcus, runs anterior and lateral, and joins the lateral aspect of the temporal lobe" (Destrieux et al. 2010, p. 8) . The PT adjoins the formation of the HG/HS caudally (Westbury et al. 1999) .
"The PT is the part of the superior aspect of the STG, posterior to the transverse temporal sulcus" (Destrieux et al. 2010, p. 8) . It mediates auditory and elemental speech processing (Jancke et al. 2002; Zaehle et al. 2004; Price 2012 ) and has hence been dubbed the major "computational hub" for spectro-temporal analysis of acoustic signals (Griffiths and Warren 2002) . Numerous studies have shown leftward volume and size asymmetry of the PT in humans (Geschwind et al. 1968; Chance et al. 2006; Dorsaint-Pierre et al. 2006; Takao et al. 2011 ) and in apes (Gannon et al. 1998) .
The PP "is the part of the superior aspect of the STG located anterior to the transverse temporal gyrus. This flat area reaches the temporal pole anteriorly, and the parahippocampal gyrus medially" (Destrieux et al. 2010, p. 8) . Little is known about the particular function of the PP so far. Several neuroimaging studies that explicitly used auditory tasks report responses of the PP bilaterally (Meyer et al. 2000; Patterson et al. 2002; Warren et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2004; Baumann et al. 2007) . To the best of our knowledge, data about volume, thickness, and surface area asymmetry of this cortical area in human brains have yet to be published.
The STG (or T1) "constitutes the temporal operculum and faces the frontal and parietal opercula. Its medial limits are: The inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula (anteromedially) and the posterior segment of the lateral sulcus ( posteromedially). Its lateral limit was drawn on the "pial" view at the junction between the lateral and superior aspects of the STG" (Destrieux et al. 2010, p. 8) . Here, our anatomical analysis focused on the lateral aspect of the STG, which "is the only part of the STG visible on the "pial" view and is connected posteriorly to the inferior parietal lobule" (Destrieux et al. 2010, p. 9) . The bilateral STG is recruited during nonprimary auditory processing of speech and nonspeech sounds (Binder et al. 2000; Meyer, Zysset, et al. 2005; Zaehle et al. 2008) . A leftward asymmetry of GM myelination in the STG has been reported by Sigalovsky et al. (2006) . Even though the above-mentioned findings of leftward asymmetry in auditory-related cortical regions appear to paint a consistent picture, the relationship between adjacent auditory-related cortical regions has not yet been systematically investigated. Thus, we present an investigation of the different aspects of GM architecture asymmetry (CV, CT, and CSA) in 5 auditory-related regions, as well as their interdependence on one another. Previous studies claim that CV is a less appropriate parameter, for example, Panizzon et al. (2009 Panizzon et al. ( , p. 2732 state, "measurements of GM volume conflate the contributions of thickness and surface area and therefore, may not capture the basic structural elements of the cerebral cortex." Indeed, a study by Winkler et al. (2010 Winkler et al. ( , p. 1141 underlines that volume is strongly correlated with surface area and concludes "… that GM volume, which is a composite of 2 other traits (surface area and thickness), might not be the best choice." Thus, we predict that we will find an independent relationship between CSA and CT. In addition, we expect that CSA will strongly predict CV. Furthermore, in agreement with foregoing functional studies, we expect to find leftward asymmetric measurements in the CSA dedicated to speech-related auditory structures (Meyer, Zaehle, et al. 2005 , Meyer, Zysset, et al. 2005 , such as the PT (Jancke et al. 2002) . We make these predictions because the amount of CSA is influenced by the number and spacing of neuronal columns. As indicated by Galuske et al. (2000) and Rosen (1998) , the spacing between columns as well as the sheer number of neurons account for the leftward asymmetry of posterior temporal regions. The leftward functional dominance of speech functions should be reflected by a structural substrate, namely the extension of distinct cortical portions. Furthermore, we expect to find an asymmetric relationship between the left and right CT. It is conceivable that the asymmetry index (AI) for CT could demonstrate a rightward asymmetry, because the speech-related areas in the left superior temporal region might be thinner due to stronger myelineation (Sigalovsky et al. 2006; Sowell et al. 2007) .
To contribute to the ongoing discussion about the existence of sex differences in hemispheric asymmetry (Luders et al. 2004 (Luders et al. , 2009 Im et al. 2006; Sowell et al. 2007; Leonard et al. 2008; Ihnen et al. 2009 ), we collected brain scans from a sufficiently large sample of male and female individuals. This enables us to run comprehensive and robust analyses, in order to test putative sex-related differences. Although some computational neuroanatomy studies report differences in global and local perisylvian neuroarchitecture that varies as a function of sex (Im et al. 2006; Sowell et al. 2007 ), we do not anticipate discovering differences in asymmetry measurements, as we maintain that cortical asymmetry has evolved equally in men and women for the sake of lateralized auditory functions.
Materials and methods

Participants
Fifty-two women with a mean age of 26.2 years (SD: 8.0 years) and 52 men who were matched for both age (28.3 ± 7.1 years) and handedness participated in this study. Given that most of the participants in both groups had attended university, their years of education were closely matched. According to the Annett handedness inventory (Annett 1970), all participants were consistently right-handed. All participants declared that they had no history of neurological, neuropsychological, or psychiatric disease, and that they did not use drugs or take medication. Each volunteer gave informed written consent. The local ethics committee (SPUK, Medical School, University Hospital of Zurich) approved this study.
MRI Data Acquisition
MRI scans were acquired using a 3.0-T Philips Intera whole-body scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), which is equipped with a transmit-receive body coil and a commercial 8-element sensitivity-encoding (SENSE) head coil array. A volumetric 3-dimensional (3D) T 1 -weighted gradient-echo sequence (turbo field echo) scan with a spatial resolution of 0.86 × 0.86 × 0.75 mm (matrix 256 × 256 pixels, 180 slices) was conducted for each of the 104 participants. Further imaging parameters were: Field of view = 220 × 220 mm, echo time = 2.3 ms, repetition time = 20 ms, flip angle (α) = 20°.
Surface-Based Morphometry
The reconstruction of cortical surface and volumetric segmentation were performed with the FreeSurfer image analysis suite (version 4.1.0). This software is documented online and is available for download free of charge (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). The technical details of these procedures are described in prior publications Fischl, Sereno, Tootell, et al. 1999; Fischl et al. 2001 Fischl et al. , 2002 . Briefly, the 3D structural T 1 -weighted MRI scan was used to construct models of each volunteer's cortical surface in order to measure brain anatomy traits, such as CT, CSA, and CV. This is a fully automated procedure that involves segmentation of the cortical WM , tessellation of the GM/WM junction, inflation of the folded surface tessellation patterns , and automatic correction of topological defects in the resulting manifold (Fischl et al. 2001) . This surface is then utilized as the starting point for a deformable surface algorithm that is designed to find the gray/white and pial (GM/cerebrospinal fluid) surfaces with submillimeter precision (Fischl and Dale 2000) . The procedures for measuring CT have been validated against histological analysis (Rosas et al. 2002) and manual measurements (Kuperberg et al. 2003; Salat et al. 2004 ). This method uses both intensity and continuity information from the surfaces in the deformation procedure in order to interpolate surface locations for regions in which the MRI image is ambiguous (Fischl and Dale 2000) . For each participant, CSA and CT of the cortical ribbon were computed on a uniform grid (comprised by vertices). CT is defined by the shortest distance between the gray/white and pial surface models. The thickness maps produced are not limited to the voxel resolution of the image and are thus sensitive to submillimeter differences between any groups at issue (Fischl and Dale 2000) . Thickness, surface area, and volume measures were mapped to the inflated surface of each participant's brain reconstruction, thus allowing the visualization of data across the entire cortical surface (i.e. gyri and sulci) without the data being obscured by cortical folding. Each participant's reconstructed brain was then morphed to an average spherical surface representation that optimally aligned sulcal and gyral features across participants (Fischl, Sereno, Tootell, et al. 1999) . This procedure provides accurate matching of morphologically homologous cortical locations among participants on the basis of each individual's anatomy, while nevertheless minimizing metric distortions.
The cerebral cortex was parcellated into units based on the gyral and sulcal structure Desikan et al. 2006; Destrieux et al. 2010 ) and a variety of surface-based data, including maps of CV, CT, and CSA, were created.
Cortical Parcellation of Auditory-Related Brain Areas
One of FreeSurfer's implemented parcellation schemes (aparc.a2005s) was used to compute total CT, total CSA, and total CV in 154 anatomical structures across both cortical hemispheres (Destrieux et al. 2010) . From these 154 anatomical structures, the following auditory-related brain regions were selected: HG, HS, PT, PP, and the lateral aspect of STG (Fig. 1) .
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed to test for global sex-related differences, as well as both global and local patterns of neuroanatomical asymmetry for the pooled sample. First, we compared the global architectonic measures of women with those of men by using analysis of covariance models with total intracranial volume as covariates of no interest. Secondly, we tested for sex-related differences in asymmetry in whole-brain measurements. Thirdly, we calculated differences between the left and right measurements of global CV, CT, and CSA for the total sample. Fourthly, for each neuroanatomical trait, we compared architectonic measures of the left hemispheric structure with those of the right hemispheric homolog using paired t-tests for each individual ROI. Furthermore, an AI according to the formula AI = ( left − right)/(left + right) was calculated for each ROI and for each trait. After which we applied 1-sample t-tests against zero to test for significant asymmetry. To explore the relationship between the regions and the traits, we utilized a comprehensive correlation analysis. Accordingly, we correlated the AI between all ROIs for each trait individually. Finally, we separately analyzed the correlation of AIs between all traits for each region. Where appropriate, the Bonferroni procedure was applied in order to correct error probability for multiple comparisons.
Results
Age and global brain anatomy traits are summarized in Table 1 . There is no statistically significant age difference between women and men (P = 0.21). The results portray several differences between male and female brains in global neuroanatomical parameters. In particular, male brains demonstrate a larger global surface area in both the left and right hemispheres. However, according to our predictions, we found no global significant differences of structural asymmetry between male and female brains (cf. Table 2 ). Thus, we proceeded with statistical analyses based on local indices of asymmetry that are pooled across participants' sex. Table 3 summarizes the global measurement of cortical parameters for the pooled sample. The table displays the calculations of hemispheric measurements of CV, CT, and CSA. We also tested for differences between the left and right hemisphere and consequently observed a significant (Bonferroni corrected) leftward asymmetry for total CV (P << 0.0001) and a rightward asymmetry for total CSA (P << 0.0001).
With respect to selected regions of the auditory-related cortex, we noted CSA, which was pooled across sex, to be increased in the left (compared with the right) HG, HS, PT, and STG. No significant asymmetry is noted for the PP. Analysis of CT traits reveals a significant rightward asymmetry for HG and HS and a leftward asymmetry for PP. Akin to surface area measurement, the calculation of CV results in leftward asymmetry for HG, PT, and STG (cf. Table 4 ). These findings indicate that CT and CSA should actually be considered as independent traits (Fig. 2) .
Furthermore, we assessed whether the asymmetry of a region depends on the asymmetry of its neighboring regions (cf. P-values in bold indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05). Table 6 depicts results produced by a correlation analysis of AIs between measurements for distinct ROIs. These calculations resulted in significant correlations between CT and CV in 4 of 5 ROIs (HG, HS, PT, and STG). Significant correlation values between CSA and CV are observed for all 5 ROIs. No significant correlations between CSA and CT were found. In 3 of 5 regions (HG, HS, and PP), we found a negative relationship between CT and CSA. Even though the correlation is not significant after applying a correction, we note that the uncorrected P-value of the negative correlation between CT and CS for the HS and PP is actually P < 0.05. This pattern functions as additional evidence that CT and CSA are negatively related or are at least independent traits.
Discussion
Based on an automated surface-based morphometry approach Fischl et al. 2002) , the present study delineates local asymmetries of CV, CT, and CSA in 5 auditoryrelated perisylvian regions, namely HG, HS, PT, PP, and lateral STG. This study consists of 3 goals. First of which is to provide a comprehensive description of structural asymmetries of auditory-related cortical regions. Second of which is to critically discuss the empirical validity of how CV is both measured and interpreted as an appropriate neuroanatomical trait for investigating morphological brain asymmetry. The third goal is to contribute to the ongoing discussion about sex-related differences in the auditory-related regions that are crucially involved in speech processing. Relating the present findings of local structural asymmetries to potential functional differences between the left and right auditory-related cortical regions would be interesting; however, the question remains as to whether cognitive and sensory processes should indeed be mapped onto macroanatomy. Recent publications have demonstrated that higher-level cognitive processes, when compared with lower-level sensory functions, such as auditory perception, are less reliably linked to macroanatomically distinct and confined cortical regions (Frost and Goebel 2012; Tahmasebi et al. 2012) . Since the data regarding structural asymmetries do not provide a solid foundation for the discussion of potential relationships between speech functions and specific findings of asymmetries in thickness and surface area, we will refrain from speculating about a relationship between this work's results and the functional architecture of language.
Most importantly, our analyses demonstrate a consistent and reliable pattern of the relationships between CT, CSA, and CV. We observed that mean values of CSA and CT asymmetry in auditory-related regions are independent, while both CT and CSA asymmetry partially correlate with CV measurements. These findings pose serious implications for the reevaluation of previous morphological studies, which based their interpretations on CV-a combined measurement of CT and CSA. In the following discussion, we start by exploring this issue in light of our findings related to structural asymmetries in auditory-related areas. Subsequently, we discuss local asymmetries and their potential implications for functional lateralization.
Global Asymmetries
To evaluate the impact of global measurements on local asymmetries, we compared global CV, CT, and CSA measurements between the left and right hemisphere. The sole significant differences are found for CV (leftward asymmetry) and CSA (rightward asymmetry). We shall refrain from interpreting the global leftward asymmetry in CV as our paper outlines why it is disadvantageous to interpret CV, when compared with CT and CSA. Our findings of global rightward CSA asymmetry conflict with the observation of local leftward CSA asymmetry in auditory-related cortical regions. Hence, we do not argue that our results regarding local asymmetry are biased by global patterns in asymmetry.
Relationship Between CV, CT, and CSA How neuroanatomical traits are frequently used in present computational neuroanatomy is a critical issue. While the analysis of CV has long been viewed as the "gold-standard" in computational neuroanatomy, recent publications suggest an alternative approach. As apparent from Table 6 , CSA and CV show a significant positive correlation, whereas the correlation between CT and CV is statistically less prominent suggesting a complex relationship between these traits; this pattern of results challenges the present understanding of CV as an ideal marker. One may wonder how the relationship between CSA and CT can be described. Intuitively, one would assume that CSA and CT might run into opposite directions.
A larger surface might function to house a greater number of WM afferents, but this could be at the expense of CT. Indirect evidence for this view was provided by a postmortem study that measured a greater posterior superior temporal lobe WM volume in the left compared with the right hemisphere (Anderson et al. 1999 ). An additional postmortem study reported a thinner and longer cortex in the left PT with the contralateral area demonstrating a shorter and thicker cortex (Harasty et al. 2003) . Differential developmental lines may explain this difference because in order to house the greater volume of regional WM the left PT expands tangentially in volume and becomes both larger in area and thinner. According to Harasty et al. (2003, p. 257) , these particular differences between left and right auditory-related cortex architecture may have functional implications: "in this case specific to speech perception." Because of the larger stretching of neuronal columns in the left PT, they are more widely spaced apart; this might correspond to a better differentiation of Figure 2 . Schematic illustration of AIs for neuroanatomical traits, namely CV, CT, and CSA (horizontal lines indicate the 95% confidence interval; asterisks denote a significant asymmetry at P < 0.05). incoming signals. Columns found on the right auditory-related cortex may act together in sets under some circumstances because their functional units exhibit reduced spacing (Harasty et al. 2003) . This result holds for the PT only and needs verification for a larger number of auditory-related regions. Other neuroimaging studies also noticed that mean values of thickness and surface area are independent, which indirectly supports the findings of Harasty and colleagues (Panizzon et al. 2009 ). In addition, Hogstrom et al. (2012, p. 1) reason that "regional increases in surface area during the ontogeny may be driven or facilitated by plastic processes inducing cortical thinning, suggesting regional negative correlations between area and thickness originating from early childhood." In their study, significant negative relationships between CT and CSA were found in several brain regions, but were absent in the auditory-related regions. This observation concurs with our pattern of results. Similarly, Winkler et al. (2010) examined the relationship between CSA and CT in a number of predefined regions in the adult human brain and reported only weak or a total absence of correlations between these 2 structural neuromarkers. They thereby concluded: "surface area and CT measurements should be considered separately" ( p. 1135). Thus, CSA "is distinct from CT in its contribution in volume" (Eyler et al. 2011 (Eyler et al. , p. 2313 . Our results are in line with previous observations, which consider CV as a less ideal marker for anatomical measurements, because it is the product of 2 independent factors.
Neuroanatomical Relationship Between Auditory-Related Regions
Another of our a priori assumptions pertained to the direct relationship between anatomical asymmetry and cortical regions that reside beside one another. It is plausible that neighboring regions of the auditory-related cortex demonstrate the same patterns of asymmetry, as is portrayed in Table 5 , in the form of a correlation between the neighboring regions of PT and the lateral STG, and the traits CT and CV. It is not surprising that directly adjoining cortical areas demonstrate equivalent patterns of morphological asymmetry. However, this result is not compelling and systematic evidence for our initial assumption. Perhaps, the reasoning about the similar pattern of cortical architecture occurring in auditory-related areas should be abandoned.
Theoretical Embedding of Present Results
According to our data, CSA and CT should be considered independent neuroanatomical traits that are likely to be influenced by different factors during brain development (Frye et al. 2010 ). In agreement with this view, Panizzon et al. (2009) propose that CSA and CT have different origins. While CSA increases during late fetal development due to cortical folding, CT alters dynamically across the entire life span as a consequence of training, experience, and disease. A comprehensive explanation for the independent status of CSA and CT is provided by the "radial unit hypothesis" (Rakic 1988 (Rakic , 2000 , which considers the cortical column as a fundamental unit of cortical architecture. All cells within a vertical column have a common origin and migrate to their final destination during prenatal development (Rakic 1995) . The radial unit hypothesis further postulates that the size of CSA is determined by the number of vertical columns, whereas the CT is driven by the number of neurons within each column. Thus, the radial unit hypothesis also outlines why the human cerebral cortex has expanded that much more immensely during phylogeny than size of the cortical sheet in other animals (Rakic 2009 ). During evolution, there has been an "expansion of cortical surface without the expansion of cortical width" (Rakic 2007, p. 213) . Not only phylogeny plays a role, "ontogenetic increases in CV are largely driven by increasing gyrification and associated surface area expansion rather than increased CT" (Hogstrom et al. 2012, p. 1) . In more detail, Rakic (2007, p. 214) describes the independent development of CSA and CT: "The increase in the number of founder cells lead to larger number of radial columns (…). In contrast, over-expression of cyclin-dependent kinase (cdk) inhibitor, p27, increases the production of neurons that form radial columns, thus increasing the thickness of the superficial layers of the cortex, without increasing its surface area." Taken together, the radial unit hypothesis provides a reasonable framework, which buttresses our conclusion that there is an independent relationship between CSA and CT in the auditory-related cortex. Our finding of larger CSA and thinner CT in the left auditory-related fields, as well as results from other volumetric studies can be aligned with recent microscopic findings. According to Chance et al. (2006 Chance et al. ( , p. 1041 , the asymmetry of CSA in the posterior supratemporal plane "is a function of minicolumn spacing" in that "minicolumn spacing and minicolumn number were greater" in the left auditory-related regions. Along these lines, Hutsler and Galuske (2003, p. 433) propose that wider spacing between neuronal microcolumns could be an "important advantage of the left hemisphere for extracting crucial temporal information from the incoming stream of auditory inputs and, thus, analyzing these inputs under different conditions than the right hemisphere." More specifically, larger CSA of posterior auditory-related areas in the left hemisphere "may be related to the temporal demands of auditory processing" (Hutsler and Galuske 2003, p. 238) . The lateralized processing of auditory cues that comprised different temporal duration and spectral complexity evident in an array of functional imaging studies are interpreted as being a function of the structural microanatomical asymmetry of auditory-related cortical areas (Zatorre and Belin 2001; Jamison et al. 2006) .
Apparently, apes and monkeys do not show this microscopic difference (Buxhoeveden et al. 2001) , which may implicate a particular involvement of these regions in speech processing. Supporting evidence comes from data demonstrating interhemispheric differences in the microcircuitry architecture of the posterior portion of the STG (Galuske et al. 2000; Hutsler and Galuske 2003) . These differences are present in the form of neuronal clusters that are more widely spaced in the left STG and which exhibit subsystems that are 30% more distinct within the same volume of tissue, compared with the contralateral area. According to Galuske et al. (2000 Galuske et al. ( , p. 1949 , "these subsystems are tuned to different features (…)." Analogous to the visual cortex, "more feature domains could be represented in the left than in the right area 22 without reduction in the number of neurons devoted to a particular feature. This, then, is likely to permit a more finegrained analysis of feature domains, and we propose that this is related to special functions of auditory processing such as are required, e.g. for the analysis of speech." First, neuronal columns, which are spaced more widely apart, can process over-learned phonetic patterns that are extracted from the inflowing speech signal more efficiently and automatically, since this specific architecture is proficient at storing and recognizing frequent spectro-temporal acoustic patterns. Secondly, larger number of columns in the left HG and PT as observed by Chance et al. (2006) help explain the leftward CSA asymmetry exhibited by our research participants in the HG, STG, and PT regions. This leftward PT asymmetry exists at the prenatal age of 29-31 weeks (Steinmetz 1996) , that is, before cortical folding is finalized (Dubois et al. 2008) . This fact begs the question of whether asymmetry in the human perisylvian architecture encompasses a strong genetic disposition, and whether it is specifically designed this way, in order to enable humans to juggle acoustic speech signals comprising differential spectro-temporal complexity. Supporting evidence for this view comes from a study that reports a leftward asymmetry of anterior and posterior perisylvian regions, which are already present in humans at 26-36 gestational weeks of age (Dubois et al. 2010) .
Is a Thinner Cortex a "Better" Cortex?
In the present study, we observe a significantly thicker cortex in the right HG and HS, as well as thicker cortex in the left PP, when compared with the right hemisphere. Intuitively, one may assume that a thicker cortex is more proficient as it consists of additional GM, which may provide enhanced computational power. At first sight, this reasoning may imply that abundant computational resources are functionally advantageous. However, does this reasoning genuinely sanction the conclusion that a thick(er) cortex is a "better" cortex? Although the notions of "better" and "worse" are not helpful when one's reasoning pertains to cortical functioning, it is apparent that, under certain circumstances, a thicker cortex is associated with advantageous functioning. A structural MRI study concerning sex-related GM differences (Luders et al. 2005) consists of arguments along these lines. According to their results, numerous cortical regions demonstrate significantly stronger GM concentration in female brains compared with male brains, even when total brain size is corrected for. The authors assume that the GM increase observed in cortical areas that are associated with language functions, namely the left posterior STG and the left posterior inferior frontal gyrus, which were only demonstrated in female participants, "might be related to the improved language skills previously reported in females" (Luders et al. 2005, p. 500) . However, this assumption has, as of late, been seriously called into question. Evidence offering support for an opposing view comes from a combined structural and functional MRI study that observed an inverse relationship between thickness and blood oxygen level-dependent-related responses in fronto-parietal areas during a written language task (Lu et al. 2009 ). Similarly, a study that combines neurophysiological measurements with structural MRI discovered that the amplitude of the auditory evoked N1 component correlates negatively with CT in the right auditory-related cortex (HS and lateral HG; Liem et al. 2012) . In opposition to the view of Luders et al. (2005) , the authors of the EEG and structural MRI paper suggest that a thinner cortex might correspond to a slender yet efficient neural organization that is formed postnatally as a function of learning-dependent plasticity.
Albeit the absence of functional data in our study, this controversial issue should nevertheless be briefly addressed in the context of our findings. The question whether "thicker" or "thinner" is better cannot be straightforwardly answered (Sowell et al. 2007) . As a matter of fact, "thicker" or "thinner" can only be discussed when 2 regions, groups, or hemispheres are compared. Therefore, this question needs to be carefully embedded in the context comprising each individual study. Accordingly, Sowell et al. (2004) observed cortical thickening of 0.05-0.2 mm of GM per year in the left and right perisylvian cortices in a group of participants ranging in age from 5 to 11 years. Certainly, this thickening must be considered as a normal step in brain maturation. However, there is no doubt that this maturational cortical thickening is accompanied by the children's increasing cortical functioning. During adolescence and adulthood, a genetically driven decrease of cortical GM density can be noted (Giedd et al. 2006; Li et al. 2012; van Soelen et al. 2012 ). This thinning is probably attributable to increased proliferation of myelin into the periphery of the cortical neuropil and should also be considered as a normal developmental alteration. However, Sowell and colleagues emphasize that cortical thinning during this period of life "is probably not entirely caused by a reduction in the size or number of neuron cell bodies or their synaptic processes (as might be the case in normal aging)" (2004, p. 8229) .
In the present study, we report differences in CT of the left and right supratemporal regions. As apparent in Table 4 , the right auditory cortex is significantly thicker than the contralateral portion. In agreement with other research groups (Sowell et al. 2004; Sigalovsky et al. 2006; Brauer et al. 2010 ), we conjecture that an asymmetric increase of WM volume, that is, increased myelination during cortical maturation in the left auditory cortex may account for this difference since GM has been replaced by WM, in order to establish denser connections between primary and secondary auditory regions and posterior Sylvian speech-related areas. Still, this presumption remains vague without comprehensive analysis of CT and CSA in combination with complementary WM measurements. Based on the present data, we cannot conclude whether a "thinner" or a "thicker" auditory cortex can be considered "better."
Sex-Related Differences Putative differences in neuroanatomical indications that may vary as a function of biological sex have been a matter of several investigations. While there is some evidence that male and female human brains differ in global cortical complexity (Luders et al. 2004 (Luders et al. , 2006 (Luders et al. , 2009 ) and global CV (Lv et al. 2010; Takahashi et al. 2011 ), serious problems arise when one wishes to draw conclusions about alleged intersex differences in single distinct regions. According to Leonard et al. (2008) , the influence of individual differences in brain volume is underestimated and may account for the observed sexual dimorphism. With respect to the perisylvian cortex, an alternative explanation may be provided by the observations of Toro and colleagues. They report that larger human brains have disproportionally more surface area than smaller brains, irrespective of biological sex (Toro et al. 2008) . In other words, this bias may play a role when researchers compare male brains with female brains, in that, the surface area of male brains is assessed as being larger. Corroborating evidence for this point of view comes from a study, which showed that the cortical geometry of a larger brain is not simply a scaled-up version of a small brain (Im et al. 2008) , but that in larger brains the increase of cortical GM surface area is driven by increased sulcal convolution.
While some recent computational neuroanatomy studies have not observed sex-related GM differences in auditoryrelated regions (Tamnes et al. 2010; Takao et al. 2011) , other studies provide empirical support for the notion of sex-related differences in local language-related portions of the brain. For example, Im et al. (2006) evidenced greater CT in female brains in bilateral caudal STG. Sowell et al. (2007) observed more pronounced thickness in female brains at both temporal and parietal sites, irrespective of age and body size. However, none of these studies thoroughly investigated the measurements of asymmetry between male and female brains in the auditory cortex. Keeping this in mind, we are inclined to conclude that sexual dimorphism should not be considered as a key and should be regarded as an ignorable variable in the context of our study.
Limitations
An investigation that only focuses on asymmetries in GM architecture is not complete. Of course, it would have been beneficial to additionally quantify potential asymmetries of WM fiber tracts, in order to achieve a comprehensive picture of the local relationship between GM and WM measurements. WM primarily consists of myelinated axonal fibers and undoubtedly plays an essential role in the integration of inflowing and outflowing information between distinct anterior and posterior auditory-related areas (Sigalovsky et al. 2006; Barrick et al. 2007; Makris and Pandya 2009) . One study that mapped and evaluated both cortical development and WM maturation reports a negative correlation between WM volume and CT in 24 of 33 investigated regions (Tamnes et al. 2010) . This result may complement our data as it suggests that asymmetric prominence of WM fibers in left (or right) supratemporal regions may come at the expense of CT.
Conclusions
In summary, our present approach provides evidence for structural asymmetries of several distinct auditory-related regions in the human brain. CSA measurements indicate a strong leftward asymmetry in 4 of the 5 selected regions. This result obviously reflects the existence of a larger number of cortical columns, which might be more widely spaced apart. This neural pattern may be related to the supremacy of the left auditory-related region for decoding rapid acoustic modulations during speech perception. A rightward asymmetry could be observed for CT in only the primary and secondary auditory cortex. Generally, our finding points to an independent relationship between these 2 anatomical markers. Based on our results, we suggest that CV might be considered as a less suitable indicator for anatomical asymmetries since this variable is a product of CSA by CT.
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